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How many older employees are at risk of financial failure in
retirement? (And where do we turn for help?)
Maybe you saw it. Toward the end of 2010, Deloitte published their
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Annual 401(k) Survey, focusing this year on “Retirement Readiness”
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The principal finding was that while “62% of plan sponsors surveyed
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Just as important, from our point of view, is this result:: “plan spon-
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This is not a knock on plan sponsors. The financial industry has not
made it easy to do the right thing, or even to know what the right thing
is. Elaborate, yet often highly inappropriate, advice and asset alloca-
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tion models are commonplace, and meanwhile even the basics are not
well understood, either by financial professionals or by those who rely
upon them for their expertise.
For example, raise your hand if you’ve been given the impression that
retirement savings calculators have any value at all in determining the
correct amount (“The Number”) that an employee should save by re-
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tirement age. Yet, in principle, there can be no such number. Even if

folio”

your employees knew exactly when they (and their spouses) would
die, and what would happen in the economy and the financial markets
during that entire span, and what other lucky breaks and catastrophes
would befall them, it would not be possible to determine The Number.
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So why all the emphasis on figuring it out? There is an answer,

to be solid, is so faulty?).
So when the vast majority of plan
sponsors say that their employees are probably not going to be
financially ready for retirement,
and that they don’t trust the tools
and methods currently in place,
they are right on the money.

us happier, but only for a little

But just as important, we don’t, in

the financial support, which ought

Which suggests that they know
more about the reality of retirement than most of the people
who are trying to help them.
We are by no means anticapitalist here at RetirementWORKS, Inc., but this is one area
where the system is failing us.
Few financial companies paid any
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Third, in the meantime, your
workaholic employee may be
having a bad effect on other employees. Of course, some firms
hire workaholics deliberately, but
assuming that this is not your
own organization’s strategy, you
may find that the kind of outra-
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